Abstract. In order to early accurately assess and predict the exercise state of sports, based on Hidden Markov Model, the autocorrelation coefficient of selection and prediction of future events was significantly related to state step according to the history of the state of the event, the weight of a future state prediction based on information entropy was established as the time-varying forgetting factor; the time-varying forgetting factor was introduced, and the time varying tracking factor was established by the active window mechanism, transition probability matrix was adjusted by the relationship between the state information of event history and difference step state of transition probability matrix. Thus, the state predicting method based on variable step recursive Hidden Markov Model was established. Finally, through specific examples, this method can accurately assess and predict the exercise state of sports and improve analysis accuracy and ability.
Introduction
With the development of sports and national fitness, sports have become an important activity for the masses and the public. Social sports and school sports will become the focus and center of the development of sports. Only through long-term, scientific sports, social sports and school sports can have a positive effect on the exercise, so the evaluation study on the physical exercise state has become a necessary basic research for college students and the public health movement. The individual sport is influenced by sports activities and health, coordination, is influenced by exercise capacity, overall health, appearance, strength, flexibility, endurance, and other physical or physiological characteristics, and is influenced by the cognitive exercises, emotional experience, intention, attitude, motivation, behavior control, self-esteem and other psychological effects, national policy, family atmosphere, social atmosphere, exercise facilities teachers (exercise instructor), exercise group and exercise training on environment. Therefore, the state of physical exercise is the result of many factors, and it is difficult to estimate and predict the physical condition of the exercisers early and accurately [1] [2] [3] .
Exercise sports state accurate assessment and prediction is not conducive to the elimination of negative factors, and is not conducive to the correct exercise of physical exercise on cognitive bias factors, to improve the training of psychological factors of exercise. In recent years, a large number of domestic and foreign researches on sports related factors, especially the relationship between exercise and motivation, but less attention to the physical status of sports, accurate assessment and prediction. Hidden Markov Model is a probabilistic model for predicting the future state of things by looking for the laws of things. It provides a method for the accurate evaluation and prediction of the physical condition of exercisers.
For early accurately assess and predict the exercise state of sports, based on Hidden Markov Model, the autocorrelation coefficient of selection and prediction of future events was significantly related the weight of a future state prediction based on information entropy was established as the time-varying forgetting factor; the time-varying forgetting factor was introduced, and the time varying tracking factor was established by the active window mechanism. Thus, the state predicting method based on variable step recursive Hidden Markov Model was established. Finally, through specific examples, this method can accurately assess and predict the exercise state of sports.
Hidden Markov Model
Markov was a famous Russian mathematician (1856-1922). The Markov process was named after Markov. Markov process is loss of modern probability theory branch of stochastic process theory in a class, it has been widely used in many fields, such as remote control, control, biology, social sciences and other fields of science and technology, and in these areas has shown an important role [4] [5] . Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has a lot of mature the method is an exact matching time-varying data technology has been widely applied in the research such as speech recognition, biological signal analysis, pattern recognition, fault diagnosis. HMM has also been introduced into the core technologies of computer character recognition and mobile communication. It has also been applied in the fields of bioinformatics, fault diagnosis and so on.
The state predicting method based on variable step recursive Hidden Markov Model
Based on variable step recursive Hidden Markov Model, the produce of the state predicting method based on variable step recursive Hidden Markov Model was shown as:
(1) Event sequence state division. According to the physical cause of the sequence of events or from the state statistics division in the way events, according to the physical causes of division of state of the occasion, the event state is divided by the sequence of events mean variance method or optimal segmentation method.
(2) The test of Markov property of event sequence. Set (fa) as the first step, the state transition probability matrix is:
In this formula, ( 1, 2,... , 1, 2,.. )
is the element of shifts the probability matrix for the first step; M is the number of time states. (3) The determination of significant step size of event sequence prediction. The significant steps of sequence prediction are determined from two aspects of physical origin and statistics of events. When the significant step length is difficult to be determined according to the physical origin of the event sequence, the significant step size can be determined by the method of autocorrelation coefficient of the sequence. The serial number k autocorrelation coefficient is:
x is sequence mean of serial number. (4) Determination of the transition probability matrix of the initial state. The significant step confirmed sequence prediction h that is the order of the initial state transition probability matrix is k, the initial state k of transfer matrix for frequency is:
The t is the period (t=1, 2,... N), k is the transfer step size, and the event satisfies the Markov property completely ( ) [ ( )]
Step size and weight is determined. By introducing a time-varying tracking factor to modify the model by using the method of forgetting coefficient to reduce the reliability of the old data, set the length of the sliding window and a step, according to the new data entry in a sliding window; at the same time the data weighting coefficients of different time and different reliability were determined, in order to enhance the ability of tracking time-varying algorithm. The time varying tracking factor is:
( , ) ( ) ( 1, )
In this formula, ( ) u L is the time-varying forgetting factor. For all L, it satisfies 0< ( )
T L k is the L step change tracking factor, which is related to t ( ) k Λ he weighted coefficients of the K moments. K and L represent the moment, and the smaller the K value, the farther the distance between the K and the L.
The analytic relationship between the time varying tracking factor and the forgetting factor and the weighted coefficient is:
The forgetting coefficients and the weighting coefficients can be considered as time-varying tracking factors in special cases:
(6) The adjustment of the initial state transition probability matrix. According to the historical status information of P il （ k）=[P ij (1)] k and time series, the adjusted 1 step state transition probability matrix is Pij (1), so that the modification of Pij (1) to Pij (1) should be made as small as possible. Set the number of steps that significantly affect the prediction of the event state is K, and the time before the K step is IK (k=n1, N2,... NK), and the probability that the event is in J (j=1,2, M) is:
(7) The state prediction of time in the future is obtained. By step 6, and the adjustment state transition matrix Pij (1) is determined. According to the objective function, the probability of the future state is obtained, and the future state is obtained according to the principle of maximum membership.
Application
Through the analysis of the civil servants exercise, to predict the future state o civil servants of Henan Province of China, to explore an effective way to improve the health level of civil servants and promote physical exercise behavior. Daily exercise project of civil servants of Henan province was shown as table 1. By using the variable step recurrence Hidden Markov Model, combined with the factors of physical exercise in Henan province and analyzed the influence of the civil service, realize the prediction of civil servants in Henan province and forecast the future state of the body, compared with the Hidden Markov Model of Henan province civil body future state, The health state predicting result of civil servants of Henan Province is shown in Figure 2 . According to figure 2, it can be seen that the variable step recurrence Hidden Markov Model is similar to the actual value of the civil sports training project in Henan Province, while the results of Hidden Markov Model are relatively large. Therefore, the variable step recurrence Hidden Markov Model can provide the prediction accuracy of civil servants' physical training items in Henan Province of China, and improve the ability of prediction and evaluation.
Conclusion
In this paper, by means of Hidden Markov Model, the autocorrelation coefficient of selection and prediction of future events was significantly related to state step according to the history of the state of the event, the weight of a future state prediction based on information entropy was established as the time-varying forgetting factor; the time-varying forgetting factor was introduced, and the time varying tracking factor was established by the active window mechanism, transition probability matrix was adjusted by the relationship between the state information of event history and difference step state of transition probability matrix. Thus, the state predicting method based on variable step recursive Hidden Markov Model was established. Finally, through specific examples, this method can accurately assess and predict the exercise state of sports and improve analysis accuracy and ability.
